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SUBSETS OF ^-BOOKS IN E3

C. A. PERSINGER

An %-book Bn in Ez is defined to be the union of n closed
disks in E3 such that each pair of disks meets precisely on a
single arc B on the boundary of each. The disks are called
the leaves of Bn, and the arc B is its back.

The zero-dimensional subsets of a tame n-book in Ez are
shown to be limited by the fact that no wild Cantor set lies
in such a book, even if the number of leaves is countable.
However, wild arcs and disks abound in tame π-books. Each
arc in a tame %-book is shown to lie in a tame 3-book in Ez,
and the tame disks in tame w-books are shown to be charac-
terized by the tameness of their boundaries.

One consequence of the Schoenίlies Theorem for the plane follows.

THEOREM 1.1. Each arc in a tame 1-book or a tame 2-book in
E3 is tame.

The embedding- of %-books in E°° for one case is handled by the
following.

THEOREM 1.2. // each leaf of an n-hook Bn in Ez is tame, then
Bn is tame [3].
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It should not be surprising that if Bn is a tame w-book in E3,
n ^ 3, then Bn contains a wild arc. Employing the method used by
Posey [6] in the proof of Theorem 3.1 below, a trefoil can be embedded
in a tame 3-book as shown in Figure 1. If a sequence of loops from
a trefoil are put together as in Fox and Harrold [5], then a wild arc
in a tame 3-book is obtained.

If D is a disk in E3, Int D and Bd D will denote the interior and
the boundary of A respectively. The closure of a set N will be
denoted by N.

A topological polyhedron K in Em is tamely embedded in Em if
there is a space homeomorphism that carries K onto a finite Euclidean
polyhedron. Otherwise, K is wildly embedded. A set K in Em is locally
tame at a point p of K if there is a neighborhood N of p and a
homeomorphism h of N such that h(N Γ) K) is a finite Euclidean
polyhedron. The definitions of tame and locally tame are due to Fox
and Artin [4] and Bing [1], respectively.

2* Zero-dimensional subsets* A Cantor set C in E3 is tame if
there is a homeomorphism of E8 onto itself taking C into a tame arc.
Otherwise, C is wild. It is clear that there are many zero-dimensional
subsets of a tame w-book in E3, but an obvious limitation is imposed
by the following.

THEOREM 2.1. No wild Cantor set lies in a tame n-book in E3.

Proof. Let Bn be a tame w-book, A A , , Dn the leaves of Bn,
and i? its back. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Bn

is polyhedral. Let C be a Cantor set in Bn. We swell each leaf of
Bn to obtain polyhedral 2-spheres A', A', •• ,AI which meet only on
B and such that A c A'. Consider C Π A ' = C Π A . This is a compact
zero-dimensional subset of Ό[ for each i — 1, 2, , n, and so we can
pass a tame arc A{ through all the points of C ΓΊ A'. Now A{ lies on
2λ' and At contains a Cantor set C* with C Π D'.a d. Since ^ is a
tame arc, C* is a tame Cantor set. Hence, by Theorem 6.1 of Bing
[2], \jUiCi is a tame Cantor set, and so C c U?=iC< is tame.

Let A , A , be a countable collection of tame closed disks in
I?3 meeting on a single arc B on the boundary of each. Let the
sequence {A} converge to a tame disk D. We define a tame ^0-book
B*» to be 5*o = (UΓ=i A ) U A Since Theorem 6.1 of [2] applies to a
countable collection of tame Cantor sets, we may use the proof of
Theorem 2.1 to obtain the following.

COROLLARY 2.2. No wild Cantor set lies in a tame ^-book in E3.
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3. Arcs* We have seen that there are wild arcs in tame %-books
in E3. The following Theorem has been proved by Posey [6],

THEOREM 3.1. Let T, W, and E be subsets of an arc A such that
( i ) A is locally tame at each point of T,
(ii) W = A\T, and
(iii) E is a subset of W such that each neighborhood of each

point in E meets T in a nonempty set. If E lies on a tame arc,
then there is a space homeomorphism f such that f maps E U T — J
into the union of three half-planes which meet in their common edge.

Posey's proof gives us a method for embedding some wild arcs in
tame 3-books. We take a standard projection (all singular points are
isolated double-points) of J onto a plane M such that the double-points
along with E lie on a line segment L. For each double-point p on L,
there is a "small" subarc of J which contains the "over point" and
projects onto a segment perpendicular to L, and there is a subarc Jv

of J which contains the "under point" and projects onto a subsegment
Lp of L. If N is the half-plane lying "below" M, perpendicular to
M, and meeting M in the line determined by L, we modify the projection
so that each Jp (or a subarc of Jp) is projected onto a semicircle Cp

lying in N.

COROLLARY 3.2. / / an arc A lies in a tame n-book Bn in E\
then it is equivalent to an arc in a tame S-book.

Proof. Since Bn is tame, there is no loss of generality in assuming
that the leaves of B% are planar disks. Then the set of points at which
A fails to be locally tame must lie on the back of the book. By the
Theorem, there is a space homeomorphism that takes A into a tame
3-book.

The same proof applies to extend Corollary 3.2.

COROLLARY 3.3. / / an arc A lies in a tame ^0-book in Ed, then
it is equivalent to an arc in a tame 3-book.

In view of these results, it is clear that we have the following.

THEOREM 3.4. Let Bn be a tame n-book in E% such that each arc
in Bn is tame. Then n — 1 or n — 2.

We next combine Theorem 3.4 with Theorem 1.1.

THEOREM 3.5. A tame n-book in E8 contains only tame arcs if
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and only if n = 1 or n = 2.

Thus we see that the consideration of wild arcs and simple closed
curves in tame w-books in E3 can be restricted to tame books which
consist of three leaves. However, there are arcs in E3 which lie in
no tame %-book in E3. An arc through the Antoine Necklace has this
property.

In Fox and Artin [4], Example 1.1 is a noncellular arc, Example
1.2 is an arc which fails to have Property P, and Example 1.4 is an
arc which fails to have Property Q. By Theorem 3.1, each of these
arcs can be embedded in a tame 3-book. Fox and Harrold [5] define
the Wilder arcs, and by Theorem 3.1, each of the uncountable number
of distinct types of Wilder arcs can be embedded in a tame 3-book.

4* Disks* We will conclude with some results on disks in tame
w-books in E3.

THEOREM 4.1. There are wild disks in tame n-books, n ^ 3.

Proof. Let Example 1.1 of Fox and Artin [4] be embedded in a
tame 3-book B3 according to the method outlined following Theorem
3.1. Since the leaves of B3 may be taken to be planar disks, each
subarc of the sequence in each leaf lies in a closed planar disk which
meets the remainder of the arc only on the back of B3 so that the
union of these disks is a disk which lies in B3 and has Example 1.1
as a spanning arc of its boundary. Hence, this disk is wild.

THEOREM 4.2. Let D be a closed disk in a tame n-book Bn in E3,
n Ξ> 3. Then D is tame if and only if Bd D is tame.

Proof. Surely if D is tame, Bd D is also tame since D is a closed
disk.

Conversely, suppose D is a disk in Bn and Bd D is tame. If D
is not tame, there is a point p in Int D and D fails to be locally
tame at p. Since the leaves of Bn may be taken as planar disks, p
must lie on the back of Bn. Now p is in Int D and so there is a
neighborhood U of p, UalntD such that Ua Int D, and U lies in
precisely two leaves of Bn. Hence Ό is a sub-disk of a tame disk
(the union of two tame leaves of Bn) and thus V is locally tame at p.
Therefore U is tame and D is locally tame at all points of Int D.
Hence, D is tame.

COROLLARY 4.3. Let B% be a topological n-book and let D be a
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wild disk in Bn such that Bd D is tame. Then some leaf of Bn is
wild.
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